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Introduction

Project origin

In the 21st century, with the development of transportation and Internet information, many young Tibetans
study abroad. Advanced ideas and unique local rich
traditional handicraft materials and natural resources
provide possibilities for community-based production
and design.
SUPERTIBET is planned by Dahao Design Studio. It is
jointly sponsored by many designers and entrepreneurs
who are interested in Tibet's property, culture and
design innovation . It is dedicated to exploring Tibet's
unique natural resources, traditional culture and handicraft regeneration projects to create High quality
Global(Market)-Local (Goods)products to revitalize the
local economy by community-based production.

Who we are
LIU YUNLONG, XU WENYI, DAHAO DESIGN & RESEARCH
STUDIO IN SHANGHAI . Since 2008, we have devoted our
enthusiasm to the innovation and research of traditional materials, processes and cultures. We have integrated
the unique artistic aesthetics, manual temperature and
functional design in traditional life into one product.
LIU YUNLONG

contact us
T / 0086 18521501230
E / dahaodesign@qq.com
A / D313,Building D,70 Bole Road,Jiading,Shanghai,China.
W/ www.dahao-dahao.com

● The visual graphics of the superTibet project are derived from the

Tibetan prescriptions written by Tibetan doctors. The text part of the
font absorbs the end of the Tibetan style, and the soft and modern style
balances the rhythm between each letter.

XU WENYI
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Significance and value
Record and present the power of practice
and innovation

Awe and learning about nature and tradition
Tibet's alpine climate and geography environment
has produced many unique and high-quality resources, such as natural herbs grown in the plateau and
multi-light natural environment. It has developed into
an esoteric Tibetan and Tibetan medicine system for
thousands of years. The yak running on the plateau
can provide perseverance. As a raw material for fabric
innovation, yak milk can provide people with nutritional supplements and can develop deeper yoghurt,
ghee and milk soap. Rich and high-quality natural
materials combined with the wisdom of Tibetans form
a rich material library, bringing inspiration and opportunity to designers.

The Tibetan culture is rich and broad. We focus on the
natural environment of the Tibetan area, the handicraft materials and the innovative forces that are now
surging. We record and present, delve deeper and do
some product projects in a detailed and in-depth
manner, and initiate some cooperation. Inheritance
and design innovation can bring about the transformation of the local craft industry model, which is the
original intention and content core of the Super Tibet
project.

The social signiﬁcance of the industrial chain and
the life of the herdsmen in Tibetan areas
From the perspective of design, we can observe the
life of society and people, and hope to solve some
social problems through design thinking. Through
product projects, in addition to the promotion and
sales of design products, it is also possible to realize
the design of localized workshop production, to
stimulate local idlers to re-employ and obtain stable
income to improve their lives, so that local products
and crafts can be truly practiced through modern
design. Its social value.

Crafts Investigation 2018 Maisu Area, Dege County, Sichuan Province
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Motuo Handmade Soapstone Pot
Tibetan Soapstone Pot
This is a pot with a modern design from the Motuo
natural soap stone craftsmanship from Tibet, showing
modern simplicity and natural beauty. Since each
stone has a diﬀerent mineral composition, this results
in diﬀerent veins, spots and colors, each of which is
unique. The natural heat transfer and accumulation
properties of saponite can make the stewed or
scooped food delicious.

Topographical features in
Motuo County, Tibet

The products made of saponite will be darker and
produce a ladle over time and for a long time. The
traces produced during use will be imprinted on the
surface of the saponite. If it is properly maintained, it
can be used for decades or even hundreds of years.

To quarry stone and Transport of mule All local pots are made by hand
horse
Soapstone is generally from high-altitude and high-cold mountainous
areas, forming a unique geological condition, and is a natural high-quality
daily stone. Natural soapstone is a natural and harmless material that can
be placed directly on food, such as stewed and roasted, without sticking to
the pan. Our soapstone is taken from the banks of the Yarlung Zangbo
River in Medog County, Linzhi County, and processed locally. The transportation of stone materials uses human and horses. The geographical
environment and climate cause the stone supply to exhibit seasonal
characteristics. The good stone itself is very precious.
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Product List

Soapstone Pot, printed a little bit of life-threatening home appliances.

Ø22cm S

Ø25cm L

2L Available capacity

3.5L Available capacity

The weight of the pot is about 7kg
Total weight with packaging 10kg

The weight of the pot is about 8kg
Total weight with packaging 12kg

29cm

14cm

12.5cm

26cm

22.5cm

25cm

Package Instruction
*Special custom honeycomb cardboard box
*Internal black high density sponge
*Comes with high quality cork pot mat

The natural heat conduction and accumulation properties of saponite can make the
stewed or cooked food taste and delicious.
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Icestone Classic Collection

Project Introduction
Ice Stone, commonly known as whisky icestone, which
can replace ice cubes without diluting whiskey. Put the
ice slate in the frozen layer of the refrigerator before
drinking, then put it into a glass and pour it into the
whiskey. The original taste reduces the temperature
and adds a cool taste, while the beautiful ice tartar itself
also provides a visually pleasing experience when
drinking.
The project is an extension and extension of the soapstone project last year. Natural stone removes the
natural appearance of the natural stone, and has very
good cold and hot performance, which can meet the
functional needs of many products, plus the maturity of
stone processing technology. With the convenience of
taking materials, we decided to develop a set of ice talc
single items. In the early stage, we did a systematic
research, from design concepts to material selection,
we tried to be unique and easy to use. We can distinguish most of the similar low-end products on the
market, through the matching and design of shapes
and materials. It can bring people a new experience of
drinking atmosphere.

Design Concept
The design concept uses basic geometries that are
easier to machine: cubes, cylinders, spheres, and
icosahedrons. The ambience created by the geometric ﬁgures is in line with the cool temperament of the
stone itself, which is also the original style of the
design. The material uses two diﬀerent textures of
soapstone with "one black and one white" (white
marble and black basalt) to construct the product.
From the material, the four stones are ﬁne, gentle
and cool, which is very suitable for use as ice wine
stone.

Soapstone is applied to two
(cube and cylinder) products. It
will form a surface without color
and texture according to the
geological conditions and
mineral composition produced in
diﬀerent places. The soapstone
itself has good thermal performance. Last year, we used the
pot to make a natural, high-quality, daily-use stone.

The white light
marble is used to
make the spherical
icestone. The texture
is clear and cool,
white and ﬂawless,
and the round shape
creates luster, noble
and elegant.

The volcanic rock is
the most important
component of the
earth's oceanic crust
and the moon and
the moon. The dark
and deep temperament is combined
with the icosahedral
ﬁne-cutting and
grinding.

Hand cut and polished, warm and delicate.
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Product List

Whisky icestone, Tibet soap stone brings a new experience of drinking.

Our design innovation
In the classic version of icestone project, four kinds of stone
materials, four kinds of shapes, and the delicate texture
formed by hand grinding can bring you diﬀerent choices and
experiences every time you drink, and the modern geometric
3D modeling design of icestone can bring visual impact and
artistic sense. At the same time to ensure the cold taste of
drinking, the realization of the "ﬁve senses" access and drinking atmosphere experience.

The concept of snow lion, icestone originated from an ecological documentary about the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, where
snow lions and snow leopards preyed on the cold wind and
heavy snow to survive and multiply. Plateau climate to these
animals unique to the image of a snow lion gradually evolved
into the plateau to protect the hearts of the gods and beasts.
This icestone abstract geometric design, ingenious mix to
form a lively, dynamic posture. Choose Snow white marble
and white marble as the production base material, no matter
when drinking or wine break, can give you a cool and interesting experience.

Snow Lion Whisky Stone
Lively, fresh, cute, suitable for gift giving
Product Size S 30mm L 60mm
Package Size 155mm*65mm*45mm

Icestone Classic Collection
Classic, easy to use, concise, suitable for gift giving
Product Size 30mm
Package Size 100mm*100mm*50mm
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Icestone Classic Collection

Ideas and design
At the beginning of the design, we used the abstract
geometry to express the action attitude of the snow
lion. After repeated experiments, we selected the
diamond dodecahedron and the rhomboid hexahedron as the collection form of the lion's styling head
and body. The tension of the two models is 3D. The
combination of visual bevels and collocations can
form a diﬀerent form of movement for the snow lion,
as shown in our previous hand-made model.
The packaged fonts are also paired with young and
lively pixel fonts and the abstract ﬂat graphics of the
Little Snow Lion. Turquoise and light orange are the
main colors.

How to use
Put in the
freezer in the
refrigerator

Take out and put
in a glass

Enjoy !

Ice Stone，Aromatic Wine.

Tibetan incense candle,
Tibetan incense + black pottery
and modern fragrance collision.
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Tibetan Incense Candles
Design Concept

The Tibetan black pottery of the pit burning process is
too primitive to adapt to the requirements of modern
tableware for safety and ease of use. We converted the
idea to use Tibetan black pottery as a container for
scented candles, and upgraded the traditional Tibetan
incense to abandon the traditional incense. Form,
extracting medicinal essential oils from Tibetan scented
plants, applied to modern scented candles close to
smokeless products, retaining traditional essences
while making products easier to use, practical, healthier
and more environmentally friendly, with black ceramic
container devices and traditional collections Paper
packaging, in the details of product design, we have
also done a lot of meticulous innovation, let you experience the fragrance candle set from pure Tibetan incense
from the perspective, taste and touch.

Design By
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Tibetan Incense Candles

Traditional Tibetan incense
In Tibetan traditional culture, incense is an
important part. Traditional Tibetan medicines add
fragrance to the treatment of certain forms of
disease, and most authentic Tibetan fragrance
formulas come from monasteries or Tibetan
medicine. These formulas are usually formulated
in strict accordance with traditional ancient methods.
The best Tibetan incense is still produced in a
traditional way using authentic Himalayan herbs
and ingredients. The classic Tibetan incense
contains more than 30 ingredients, only a few of
which are widely known, such as: cinnamon,
cloves and juniper, Mara and so on.
The high-quality Tibetan incense can create a
sense of pleasure and concentration, and the
mysterious and complex taste gives a quite
unique experience.

Tibetan Incense Candle
_
Quietly ancient Tibetan incense,Rustic childish Tibet
Black Pottery,Exquisitely considered fragrance
design,Five sense activates your memory of Tibet.

Make the new fragrance
We invite professional perfumers to in-depth study of
the taste of traditional classic Tibetan incense, and
then create and sublimate. Based on traditional Tibetan incense, it can bring people peace of mind and
tranquility. The unique atmosphere of Tibetan incense
candle can be more modern and easy to use in modern
family space.
The stomata and structure of the black pottery itself
can absorb the taste of the candle itself, and the color
body is natural.
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Tibetan Incense Candles

Sichuan Dege Maisu Black Pottery
Dege is located in Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture
of Sichuan Province and belongs to the core area of
Kham Tibetan Area. The long history of civilization has
given birth to many handicraft resources, pottery, weaving, bronze statues, gold and silver processing, clay
sculpture, Thangka, Tibetan medicine, wood carving,
Calcined copper and other shapes have shaped the way
people live in Tibetan areas.
The main raw material of Maisu clay is a special kind of
blue soil, and there is also a mineral called "Colorful" in
Tibetan. Our Tibetan incense candle holder is made of
Maisu black pottery. It is made in the workshop of the
black pottery craftsman in the southwestern river. It is
made by the original ﬁring process of“Pit Burning”.

The can is integrated with the can lid, the lid can be
easily accommodated and prevented from intruding,
and the candle can be easily extinguished when not in
use to reduce smoke overﬂow.
The choice of candle capacity and wax raw materials
are made up of environmental protection, safe and
non-toxic, and easy to use as the basic principle.

Add water to the charcoal process, let the pottery
turn black, then cool and clean.
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Product List

Tibetan incense candle, Tibetan incense + black pottery and modern fragrance collision.

S

L

CS

Weight 550 g With Package 650g

Weight 660g With Package 750g

Weight 550 g With Package 650g

BurningTime 24 hours

BurningTime 30 hours

BurningTime 24 hours

Product Size Φ90mm*H65mm

Product Size Φ90mm*H85mm

Product Size Φ90mm*H65mm

Package Size 125mm*125mm*75mm

Package Size 125mm*125mm*75mm

Package Size 125mm*125mm*75mm

Black Package 160mL

Black Package 270mL

Grey Package 160mL

Master of black pottery workshop in Maisu area.

Black metallic luster and mineral high temperature kiln change.

13 Yak Milk Block Soap
Design Background
Tibetan Yak Milk Block Soap is made from natural
plant herbs from the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau mixed with
yak milk and fat. It is high in fat and rich in protein,
vitamins and calcium. After use, the skin can be kept
moist, smooth and not dry, and has a strong natural
aroma of botanical herbs. Great design of Dahao from
the practical point of view for the improvement and
design of this unique handmade soap, breaking
through the traditional soap shape, square square is a
large piece, daily use is suﬃcient, each piece is square
and durable, easy to use, and then with our limited
amount of soapstone Soap tray can bring you a
long-term experience that is easy to use .
Each of our generous soaps is hand-made in small
batches by local Tibetans. It is made from yak and
sheep fat, rapeseed oil and yak milk. In order to have
better taste perception and long-lasting moisturizing
and deep cleansing exfoliation, natural materials such
as Tibetan herbs, ﬂowers and oats are added to the
soap body.

Feature of product
With Yak milk

Yak plays an irreplaceable role in the lives of Tibetan
herders. Their life and production are inseparable from
yak. The cow's milk is the main ingredient of this soap. It
has a high fat content and is rich in protein, vitamins and
calcium.

Natural material

The yak milk soap is very diﬀerent from the soap purchased in the supermarket. The yak milk soap is suitable
for most skin types and has no irritation to the skin. It
reduces dryness, moist and smooth after use. This product contains long-lasting moisturizing ingredients and a
rich aroma that cures the skin.

Tibetan handmade

Our soaps are made by Tibetans. Each soap is carefully
prepared in small batches. It is made from yak or sheep
fat, rapeseed oil and yak milk. In order to have a better
taste, it can also have long-lasting moisturizing and
deep cleansing exfoliation. Most soaps contain Tibetan
herbs or ﬂowers, oatmeal, essential oils, natural
pigments and so on.
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Product List

Yak milk soap, the fusion of hand-cooled and natural herbs.

After the rain Zhegu

Ba Songcuo Black Forest

Contains a strong, rich vanilla ﬂavor. You will fall in love with this sweet,
pleasant smell.

Suitable for men, just like the endless grasslands on the Tibetan Plateau.
Cypress and lemon essential oils give it a richer connotation. Dried
juniper also brings a true Tibetan unique style to this exfoliating soap.

Plateau rose

Tibet sky

The aroma of freshly cut roses, the real rose petals make this soap a
beautiful and exfoliating mild soap.

The combination of essential oils, mint and tea trees makes your skin
pure and ﬂawless. It is like a cloud ﬂoating in the pure sky of the
Qinghai-Tibet Plateau.
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Product List

Yak milk soap, the fusion of hand-cooled and natural herbs.

Pala Manor

Nanmulin Christmas

Blended with frankincense and myrrh, this sweet and elegant taste stays
on the skin and smells like a royal nobility.

The unique smell is especially popular during the autumn and winter
seasons. The combination of essential oils, oranges, cloves and cinnamon makes it a unique seasonal gift. The moisturizing and refreshing
properties and its unique aroma make this soap unique.

After the afternoon Sejila

Namco Sunshine

The swirling colors and lavender petals have a calming, relaxing and
soothing eﬀect. This soap is the perfect choice after a busy day at work.

Made with fresh lemon and citrus scented oils, it has a rich, multi-layered aroma. Removes deep dirt from the skin, leaving skin smooth and
supple, awakening you every morning.
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Yak Milk Block Soap
Tibetan manual production cooperative
The hand-made soaps of Tibetan cooperatives are
mostly produced by NGOs from the West and India and
Nepal. The soap formula and process are taught to
Tibetans. We use the abundant yak milk resources in
the Tibetan area and the natural plants on the plateau.
Our generous soap Each piece is hand-made in small
batches by local Tibetans, using saponiﬁcation methods, using yak and sheep fat, rapeseed oil and yak milk
as raw materials. In order to have better taste perception and long-lasting moisturizing and deep cleansing
exfoliation, natural materials such as Tibetan herbs,
ﬂowers and oats are added to the soap body.

Natural raw materials are saponiﬁed,
Tibetan herdsmen cooperatives hand-made.
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Yak Milk Block Soap

Precious pure plant essential oil,
It is refreshing and moisturizing, and it is
extremely irritating to the skin.

Local cold hand made

The yak milk soap is made entirely of cold-made
method, which is a cleaning care product instead of
chemical products. It is made of 100% natural materials.
The composition material is a natural vegetable oil which
is very mild to the skin and contains high natural nutrients. The low-temperature method is used to preserve
the glycerin component produced in the saponiﬁcation
reaction to a greater extent, in order to avoid the loss of
some nutrients due to high temperature, the whole
process is produced. The temperature does not exceed
40 degrees Celsius and naturally condenses the ﬁnished
product.

T / 0086 18521501230
E / dahaodesign@qq.com
A / D313,Building D,70 Bole Road,Jiading,Shanghai,China.
W/ www.dahao-dahao.com

